We address the issue of providing highly informative annotations using information revealed by the structured vocabularies of Gene Ontology (GO) 
Introduction
High-throughput genomic sequencing methods have been used to create large repositories of public domain data. To improve knowledge sharing efficiency, large databases are being populated with data that gain value only after annotation tasks are performed. Uncharacterized sequence annotation entails either human effort or automated methodology [6] . Both human and machine-generated sequence annotations are difficult to manage electronically. Many designers and researchers are therefore promoting the idea of using ontology-based annotations, since ontologies provide controlled or structural vocabularies that allow for standardized annotation mechanisms. The Gene Ontology Consortium [14] maintains a Gene Ontology (GO) consisting of sets of domain-specific vocabularies for describing molecular characteristics across several organisms. The three ontologies of the GO term hierarchy are molecular functions, biological processes, and cellular components. GO terms and their associated "is-a" and "part-of" relations form directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) in which a parent node describes functions exhibited by its child nodes. Terms that are lower in height (i.e., closer to the root) describe more general functions; the greater the height, the more specific the function.
The purpose of this research can be explained in terms of a well-known application. In an automated functional annotation of an uncharacterized sequence s , one can use homologue identification (e.g., sequence similarity) algorithms to derive a set | is a homologue of Based on GO characteristics, not only the terms in T s but also the terms inferred from T s are meaningful for annotating s . Therefore, the structured GO graph is ideal for identifying more informative annotations.
On the GO graph, T s and its ascendant terms form a unique DAG distribution. The distribution can be analyzed to determine a set M s of GO terms that best represent the properties of s . We refer M s as the most informative terms. This eliminates the need to present an entire set T s to biologists; presenting an entire set increases the potential for confusion and makes it harder for biologists to determine which GO term within T s is the most significant, especially when |T s | is large. Using T s 's distribution on the GO DAG, the GOMIT algorithm identifies a set M s of terms from T s that best describes s 's functions. The application touches on an important issue: given a gene set G of interest, how does one go about determining the GO nodes that best represent G [7] ? GOMIT solves this problem by considering the distribution of G on the GO DAG.
On the GO DAG, a parent node describes a property exhibited by all of its child nodes. Therefore, evaluating how well a candidate GO term describes a target (e.g., an unannotated sequence or a microarray cluster) requires two criteria: a) coverage, reflecting whether a term covers all aspects of a target's properties; and b) precision, reflecting a term's specificity [7] . We propose using a quantitative model to assign to each candidate term a confidence value that reflects the term's significance. To make GOMIT adaptive, we propose a training method to derive the set of parameters that allows optimal performance for a particular application. This approach also has the advantage of being adaptive and capable of being trained to suit different applications.
We make the following contributions in this paper. First, we propose a generic and adaptive algorithm GOMIT for extracting a set of most informative terms from a set of candidate GO terms. Second, we show how GOMIT can be trained to yield optimal results for a particular application. Third, we propose several criteria for evaluating GOMIT and for comparing it with other algorithms. Finally, we cite related works and discuss GOMIT's advantages and disadvantages by comparing its performance with other algorithms under three experiments.
Related Works
Many researchers have adopted statistical approaches to retrieve significant GO categories from large GO term sets. Examples include Zhang and Schmoyer's GOTM [19] , Beissbarth and Speed's GOstat [3] , Al-Shahrour et al.'s FatiGO [1] , and Zeeberg et al.'s GOMiner [18] . When used to assist in the functional profiling of GO-based gene expressions, these mechanisms fulfill the important objective of identifying GO categories that are over-(or under-) represented in a gene set with respect to a reference group.
All of them are statistical methods that view GO as a list of categories, without considering structural relationships among those categories [7] . While effective for visualization purposes, as statistical methods they fail to fully quantify GO hierarchies represented by graphs. In other words, a tree or DAG is primarily used for visualization and not for essential computation [10] . Their primary purpose is to visualize overrepresented terms with respect to a certain reference set rather than to generate automated GO assignments. On the other hand, GOMIT considers hierarchical GO properties when identifying significant terms from a set of candidate GO terms, and can be used with automated annotations [9] , obtaining the biological meanings of microarray clusters, protein family GO assignments, and other similar applications. Lee et al. [10] created a system that uses a graph theory-based algorithm to identify the representative biological meanings of gene clusters. Taking advantage of the modified structure of a GO DAG, the algorithm extracts common biological attributes of genes within a cluster or a group of interest. Compared to their wok, GOMIT also uses GO hierarchical properties, but without the GO DAG reconstruction requirement.
All of the approaches described so far address assistance of microarray functional profiling instead of automated functional annotations. Similar to GOMIT, Khan et al. [8] and Schug et al. [11] interpret GO DAGs to assist automated functional annotations. Khan et al.'s GOFigure, a web annotation tool for predicting GO terms, accepts input sequences and uses BLAST [2] to identify homologues in GO annotated databases. In Section 5 we will describe our comparison of their work with GOMIT. Schug et al. [11] [7] considers GO in a manner that is similar to our previous efforts [9] and to Lee et al.'s [10] solution-that is, as a finite and partially ordered set, with a separate scoring function set that determines a node's weighted rank. The specificity and coverage of Joslyn et al.'s method depends on input parameters, with users responsible for supplying and fine-tuning parameters for optimal performance. In contrast, the fully automated GOMIT uses trainable parameters to create optimal balances between specificity and coverage for individual applications. Finally, GOMIT exhibits two significant advantages-generality and adaptability-over our previous work [9] , Lee et al. [10] , GoFigure [8] , Schug et al. [11] , and Gene Ontology Categorizer [7] . We offer evidence in support of this assertion in Section 4.
Description of the Algorithm

Algorithm Definition
We consider the GO hierarchy as a rooted tree; that is,
where a) GO is the set of GO terms, b) < T is a partial ordering of GO, and c) for any term t GO , ˆˆ, GOMIT is a generic and adaptive algorithm to extract the most informative GO terms from a set of GO annotations that possibly describe a target. For a target x , let H x denote the set of sequences from which x 's GO terms should be inferred, M x denote the set of terms selected by GOMIT as best describing x and O x denote the set of x 's original annotations. The GOMIT annotation process is illustrated in Figure 1 . To annotate a target x , we first derive from H x a) a set T x of GO terms possibly describing x (referred to as initial candidate terms), and b) the initial confidence values of terms in T x (see Equation 1 below). GOMIT then takes T x as input and expands it into a set C x of derived candidate terms (see Definition Consider the following scenario (illustrated in Figure 2 -a): assume that a) the target is an uncharacterized sequence s , b) using homologue discovery, we identified two homologues 1 s and 2 s , c) in the reference database used for homologue discovery, GO terms 1 t and 2 t annotates 1 s and 2 s respectively, and d) on the GO DAG, 1 t and 2 t have an identical parent 3 t . Because of GO hierarchy's characteristics, a parent term will always include the properties of all child terms. In this scenario, the parent 3 t includes the properties of both 1 t and 2 t . Therefore, even though term 3 t is not associated with any matching homologue, it serves as a strongly informative description of s . From this observation, we define Definition 1 as:
Definition 1: For a target x , the set C x of candidate terms includes all T x terms and their ancestor terms. To consider a more complex scenario (illustrated in Figure 2- 1 s , 2 t should be a stronger candidate. These observations suggest that each term should be assigned a confidence value that is determined by a) the similarity and b) the number of the sequence(s) in H x that it annotates. We therefore define Definition 2 as:
Definition 2: For a target x , each candidate term ˆc x t C is given a confidence value ˆc CV t , which is initially affected by the summation of the similarity (to x ) of each sequence in H x that is annotated using ˆc t .
For a given H x and the derived T x , let ˆˆˆ| , 
C T t t T t t , then initially,
CV t similarity h x t T CV t t C T
.. (1) On the GO graph, since the relation between a parent term and a child term is either a "is-a" or a "part-of" relation, a parent node describes properties exhibited by all its child nodes. Therefore, if a lowscore term ˆp 
CH t t t CV t
, then although it has a low initial score, ˆp t is considered more informative than all CH terms and should be given a higher confidence value (score). Based on this observation, we define Definition 3 as:
The confidence values of child candidates propagate to and accumulate at their parent candidates.
However, the definition does not consider the information revealed by the distance between two nodes. If confidence values propagate indefinitely towards the root, the root node of C x would always possess the highest score. To solve this, we first define the distance between two nodes: We note that Definition 4 assumes a uniform proximity function for the entire GO DAG-i.e., the mapping between two nodes' distance and similarity is the same regardless of their GO location. We will discuss this in more detail in Section 3.2.
We then study the effect of distance on nodes using Figures 3-a and 3-b Figure 3 -a should be more informative than that in Figure 3 -b because the ˆa t in Figure 3 -b is biologically weaker in precision. This intuition leads to Definition 5. values range between 0 and 1. The closer that is to 1, the more the function favors coverage. In other words, determines the amount of a node's contribution to its ancestor nodes. Essentially, Definitions 3 to 5 suggest that a node is considered a strong candidate if it has descendants that are strong candidates. A more in-depth observation is that strong candidates often form a cluster, and Definitions 3 to 5 try to identify clusters within a C x distribution. However, this intuitive model neglects an important fact-nodes having strong candidate parents should also be considered as strong candidates. Figure 3- (4) determines the weight of a node's contributed to descendent nodes. Finally, combining (1), (2) and (4), we derive Equation 5:
In (5), the / ratio determines whether precision or coverage is favored; a greater results in the model favoring coverage over precision, while a lower results in an emphasis on precision. Since proper and values vary for different applications, we propose (in Section 4) an algorithm that uses application-specific training data to determine the optimal and combination. This allows our model to be adaptive to different applications. Finally, for a target x , the time complexity of GOMIT is x O C .
Proximity Function
Since no literature yet exists on a biologically reasonable proximity function for the GO DAG, we have assumed a uniform function for this work. On the surface, this assumption may seem biologically inaccurate since the same distance may reflect different similarities on different GO DAG locations. However, a deeper observation justifies our assumption. Accordingly, we can design a proximity function based on the number of GO terms that share a path to the root. The distance between two nodes is normalized by considering the longest path from root that contains the two nodes. We implemented this seemingly more reasonable proximity function and conducted experiments to compare its performance with the original uniform proximity function. The uniform function yielded much superior results, and we give the reasons below.
First, our proposed non-uniform distribution implies that certain (shorter) GO branches can be divided into more detailed GO terms. This is true biologically, but in practice, biologists were limited to GO terms available at hand when annotating sequences. Therefore, although distances computed by the nonuniform function do reflect better the actual biological similarity between GO terms, they do not reflect the real biological distances between the functional/biological/cellular properties of sequences. This introduces an inherent imprecision in the reference database-that is, a target's candidate term distribution no longer characterizes its function as precisely.
Second, candidate GO terms in any GOMIT application will form small, dense groups on the GO DAG. The goal of the GOMIT algorithm is to correctly handle weight propagation within these small groups in order to identify the most informative terms. A uniform distribution serves this purpose better than a non-uniform distribution.
We therefore suggest that adopting a uniform proximity function is justifiable.
Experiment Design
To evaluate GOMIT, we developed a system consisting of three main modules: GO-VIS, GO-MIT, and GO-GC. GO-GC contains several plugin programs for different experimental purposes. GO-MIT implements GOMIT algorithm. GO-VIS uses a tree structure similar to the public tool AmiGO [14] . We demonstrate GOMIT's generality by using it in three different applications-determining functional annotations, obtaining biological meanings of microarray data clusters, and assigning GO terms to protein families.
Evaluation Criteria
In our experiments, each target x is originally annotated with a set O x of GO terms, and GO-MIT selects a set of terms having the largest confidence values to form a most informative term set M x. The number of the selected terms depends on the application and user requirements. X is a set of targets for a certain application. For a target x , we propose two criteria to compare M x and O x and to reflect GOMIT's accuracy. 
Automated Functional Annotation
For our first experiment, automated functional annotations, we developed a GO-GC plugin that implements a homologue-discovering algorithm. The plugin uses BLAST [2] to search for similarities among organism sequences collected from SwissProt [17] . In conjunction with our previous developed EST annotation system [4] , two parameters are associated with the homologue discovering algorithm: a) , the length of the matched segment between a target sequence and a sequence in the reference database (SwissProt database), and b)
, the percentage of matching residues among all the residues in the segment. We adopted =50 and =50 for our experiments. We also gathered GO annotations (each one associated with an evidence code) for SwissProt from the Gene Ontology website.
We used the 6,688 sequences of the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) [16] [13] as our original test set. GO annotations associated with the SGD sequences were also taken from the Gene Ontology website. In SGD, 6,440 sequences are assigned to NON-IEA (Inferred from Electronic Annotation) codes. From the 6,440 SGD sequences, we excluded the 2,395 ones having functional annotations with ND (non-defined) evidence and used the remaining 4,045 sequences. We then refined the 4,045 sequences into a subset R, which contained only those entries having at least one homologue-that is, a similar SwissProt sequence. Each of the 3,283 sequences in R was associated with at least one GO term. For each target, which is a sequence s R , GO-GC processed s to generate a candidate term set C s . Each term is initially weighted by a normalized score transferred from the evalue gathered from the alignment results [8] . After processing C s , GO-MIT selected two terms with the largest confidence values to form a most informative term set M s (i.e., |M s |=2). To derive optimal and values for a particular application, we propose the following training method. We choose a set of training data whose correct annotations are known. We then annotate all training targets and calculate for all combinations of and , where 0 1 , 0 1.5 , and we increment by 0.l. In this experiment using SGD, we randomly chose 540 sequences (almost 1/6 of R) from R as our training set, and used for evaluation. GOMIT's performance in terms of is shown in Figure 4 , where the optimal occurs when =0.6 and =1.0. Therefore, we adopted this combination for this experiment. We conduct several experiments on R to evaluate GOMIT's performance and to compare it with other algorithms. The first experiment E GOMIT uses GOMIT with the trained =0.6 and =1.0. The second experiment E LCA uses a least common ancestor (LCA) algorithm. The third experiment E HOM directly analyzes the annotation associated with the homologues. It is similar to a statistical approach that chooses terms with the maximum initial confidence value as the most informative term. In E LCA , the least common ancestor of a candidate set is considered the most informative term. E HOM considers the term with the highest initial weight (See Equation 1 in Section 3) as the most informative term. Table I compares the three algorithm's performances. E GOMIT has the best performance both in (0.67) and (0.76), while E LCA exhibited the worst performance. We observe that 
Obtaining the Biological Meanings of Microarray Data Clusters
We designed a second set of experiments (Experiment 2) to test GOMIT's annotation ability with microarray data clusters. We used Eisen et al.'s [5] test set. They successfully applied clustering analysis to gene expression data for the budding yeast S.cerevisiae; all of the genes in their set have annotations in SGD [16] . We adopted the top 10 clusters, which were originally annotated by Eisen et al. In Table II , all of Eisen's keywords that are not found in the current GO are marked as "NON." For a cluster G , we denoted Eisen et al.'s original annotations as E G . For each
Protein Family GO Assignments
We describe our third set of experiments for testing GOMIT performance in assigning GO terms to protein families. In an experiment involving their Gene Ontology Categorizer, Joslyn et al. [7] used data from the InterPro project, which catalogs the assignments of protein families, domains, and functional sites to GO terms [15] . We used InterPro data to evaluate GOMIT's automated GO assignment ability and to make a comparison between GOMIT and the Gene Ontology Categorizer. Here we use O I to denote the original annotations for an InterPro family I, and P I to denote the set of proteins belonging to I. For each protein of the most informative terms. For our experiment, we used a newer (Dec. 8th of 2004) version of InterPro data compared to that used by Joslyn et al. We found that the average number of proteins in an InterPro family was 431. For each GO branch, we adopted |M I |=3. To derive an optimal combination of and , we randomly chose 500 InterPro families to create a training set and used to evaluate GOMIT's performance using different and combinations. We observed few differences-in fact, the best performance occurred when =0 and =0, which reduced GOMIT to a statistical method relying on initial confidence values to determine the most informative terms (see (1) in Section 3). GOMIT achieved accuracies above 99% under this configuration, suggesting that a statistical algorithm is adequate for annotating the InterPro data set. Our results are shown in Table III . Joslyn et al. [7] listed the top 25 GO nodes with a |M I | of 25 for three ontologies and achieved a of 99.1%. We used a smaller |M I | (3 for each GO branch) yet achieved comparable performance. Even at |M I | = 2, GOMIT yielded an average above 97% for GO assignments of branch cellular components and biological processes, and above 92% for branch molecular functions.
Conclusion and Future Work
We used this paper to describe the GOMIT algorithm for extracting informative GO terms by analyzing term distributions on a GO DAG. GOMIT makes use of a quantitative model with parameters that adjust the algorithm's balance between coverage and precision. These adjustable parameters can be trained to yield optimal results for a specific application.
We designed three experiments to demonstrate GOMIT's characteristics as a generic and adaptive algorithm and to compare its performance with those of other algorithms. Evaluations were made according to two criteria: and . In Experiment 1 (automated annotation of uncharacterized sequences), we tested GOMIT against three other algorithms-homologue annotation (E HOM ), least common ancestor (E LCA ), and GOFigure [8] -and found GOMIT to outperform the other algorithms in terms of and . In Experiment 2 (obtaining the biological meanings of microarray clusters), we observed comparable results between GOMIT and Lee et al.'s AverPd [10] . In Experiment 3 (protein family GO assignments), we showed that when reduced to a statistical algorithm ( = =0), GOMIT exhibited comparable results to Joslyn et al.'s Gene Ontology Categorizer [7] . From our experiments, we conclude the following conditions suitable for GOMIT application: 1) no one strong candidate exists and therefore statistical methods will be inaccurate, 2) numerous candidates exists, including noises, and 3) candidates are associated with partial GO terms.
Compared to statistical analysis methods described in [1] , [3] , [12] , [18] , and [19] , GOMIT takes full advantage of GO's hierarchical properties to determine a small set of the most informative terms among a group of weighted GO terms, rather than simply isolating overrepresented terms with respect to a reference gene set. Furthermore, no modification of the GO DAG is required. Finally, GOMIT eliminates unrelated noise; for algorithms based on lowest common ancestors [10] , noises force ancestor selection toward lower levels, thus reducing a selection's biological significance.
GOMIT has two unique advantages over algorithms that also consider GO's hierarchical features (e.g., Lee et al. [10] , GoFigure [8] , Gene Ontology Categorizer [7] , and Schug et al. [11] ): generality and adaptability. According to our results, GOMIT can be applied to automated functional annotations, biological annotations of microarray clusters, and protein families GO assignments. To the best of our knowledge, GOMIT is the first generic algorithm that can be applied to such a wide range of applications.
In terms of adaptability, GoFigure's [8] cutoff threshold was obtained by a manual inspection of 500 SGD sequences, Schug et al. [11] incorporated heuristics rules derived from empirical research, while Gene Ontology Categorizer [7] relies on user-tuned parameters for optimal performance. In contrast, GOMIT's parameters can be trained to fit the requirements of different applications.
For future work, we have developed CLUGO which adopts another strategy to first identify a set of significant clusters within a candidate distribution. After clusters are identified, it assigns a representative term for each cluster. Therefore, the |M x | is variable for each target x .
